
The InFlight Employee Experience Platform (EXP) eliminates candidate and employee frustration by making the 
e-Offer and Onboarding experience provided by your existing applications as convenient and easy to use as the 
smartphone apps they’re used to. 

InFlight transforms the way you attract, hire, and retain talent
Advanced e-Offers and Onboarding

Easy-to-use consumer grade UX
The InFlight EXP completely re-imagines the user experience of your 
existing applications, replacing complicated user interfaces and confusing 
workflows with an elegant, streamlined, and beautiful UX. Candidates and 
new employees get simple workflows that are easy to complete.

Seamless e-Offer and Onboarding experience
The InFlight EXP saves candidates and new hires from a disjointed offer 
and onboarding experience by putting everything they need in one place 
and providing a consistent, unified user experience. 

Mobile-optimized
Using modern, responsive HTML5 code, the InFlight EXP provides 
candidates and new hires the flexibility to complete their e-offer and 
onboarding in their down-time or while they’re on-the-go. 

Reduce Turnover
Studies show that 69% of employees are more likely to stay three years 
or more with companies that provide great onboarding. InFlight is your 
opportunity to retain the talent you’ve invested so much to hire.



Praise for InFlight-enhanced Onboarding

Get additional information on the InFlight Employee Experience Platform 
www.inflightintegration.com/onboarding sales@inflightcorp.com1-800-853-7505
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The e-Offer and Onboarding Process

“InFlight gives us an improved user experience platform across many of our HR tools – from our career site and ATS 
apply flow, through our onboarding and HCM self-service applications. We’ve been able to streamline our talent 

acquisition experience and gain better control over our HR technologies so they’re mobile-optimized and easy to use.” 

Adam Glassman | Senior Manager, Employment Branding

Candidates who accept an Offer are routed directly 
into the Onboarding workflow and can complete 

administrative forms, such as: W4, I9, Direct Deposit, etc.

Candidates receive an email from the ATS 
with a link to their e-Offer.

Candidates log in to their account.

InFlight provides a Candidate Hub where new offers 
are prominently displayed. Candidates can review 

their offers and Accept or Reject them.
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